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Welcome to the May issue of the BIALL Newsletter! The days are getting brighter and
warmer which can mean only one thing … it’s almost time for the BIALL conference!
We’ve got a great selection of articles in this month’s issue to get you in the conference
state of mind.
Our very own Terry Dooley tells us about his library routes. This month’s featured library is
the Berkeley library in Trinity College Dublin, Terry McDonald writes about the history and
upcoming celebrations for the 50th anniversary. Zoltan Csirko reports on the latest KM
seminar held at Shearman & Sterling LLP. Tony Simmonds and Sarah Bracey tell us about
their recent visit to Sierra Leone. The Legal Information Management group are in the
Spotlight this month; they tell us what their most popular article was in 2016. Be sure to
check out the Lillian’s report for the electoral addresses of the 2017/18 nominees for
council positions. This month’s featured wiki page is Superseded material, you can read
more about that in Allie Lustigman’s How do I? Wiki article.
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14

We would like to thank ProQuest for sponsoring this issue, don’t forget to read all about
PatSeer in their article.
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I hope you enjoy this issue, if you have any comments please feel free to contact any of
the editors. Our contact details are listed on the back page.
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See you in Manchester!
Best wishes,
Fiona
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President’s Column
Where has the time gone? I can't quite believe that I'm sitting down to pen my final
President's Column. It's no secret that I found the thought of having to write 6 columns
somewhat daunting – when I was starting out back in June last year (really: how did we
get from June 2016 to April 2017 so quickly?), and yet now here I am writing the last one
and feeling downright nostalgic and a bit bereft already.

Sandra Smythe

Not that I'll have much time to dwell on such feelings for too long as this is an incredibly
busy time for the association. As the BIALL year starts to draw to a close, the
preparations for Conference means that all our committees are working very hard.
There are awards nominations, bursary applications, Twitter rotas, BIALL stand rotas,
AGM preparations and a million and one behind-the-scenes decisions and preparations
the Conference Committee have to make and do. All this whilst other activities continue,
such as the joint BIALL-CSLIG-SLA Europe Graduate Trainee Day, which was held in April
and organised this year by BIALL; by the time you read this we will also have held our
annual BIALL Quiz. I'm very excited about the quiz as I consider it one of the highlights of
my BIALL year, proving that the eldest child doesn't need to be good at something to
enjoy it.
I also can't wait to welcome members to the conference in June. The committee have put
together a brilliant programme with fascinating topics and speakers. Now I just need to
remember to pack the gavel….
As there is always so much going on in BIALL, I've been incredibly lucky that when it
comes to writing the dreaded column it has practically been written for me. This has been
fortunate for everyone really as I'm not sure I'd do very well at the 'inspiring thought' type
column. Although, I did receive the wonderfully beautiful The Library: A World History by
James W. P. Campbell and Will Pryce for my birthday this year and, whilst flicking through
it toyed with the idea of trying to base a column around it but quickly saw sense and will
spare you from such an outpouring of envy.
Speaking of being incredibly lucky during my time as President, there are a number of
people whom I would like to take this opportunity to thank:
Firstly, my thanks to those of you who have actually read my columns. You are very kind
and I'm most grateful.
Secondly, a huge thankyou to all of the BIALL Officers, Members of Council, Chairs,
Vice-Chairs and members of all of the BIALL committees. I have been wonderfully, ably,
supported by you all this year and I'm constantly, truly amazed at the efforts, dedication
and good humour of everyone involved in the running of the association. Thank you to all
those who will be continuing on in their role or a new role in June and to those who will
be stepping down to enjoy a well-earned break (but keep an eye out for me when I start
the Immediate Past President recruitment ball rolling in the autumn.)
A few special mentions: firstly, Karen Palmer, Immediate Past President, who has
generously shared her experience, wisdom and time with me despite not having had the
easiest of years. Your support and guidance has been truly appreciated. Secondly, Anneli
Sarkanen, who possibly got more than she bargained for in her role as President Elect but
who has met every challenge with a smile and made all her achievements in the role look
far more effortless than they were. Also, Jackie Hanes who took over the reins of
Honorary Treasurer with what seemed like remarkable ease and Alden Bowers for coming
forward to fill John Sinkins' role on Council when he was forced to step down, despite us
promising him in Dublin that he was finally free of BIALL. A final thank you to Lillian
Stevenson who as Honorary Secretary has kept me on the straight and narrow in regards
to all regulations and deadlines. I'm hoping that her decision to step down at the end of
her first term was in no way due to me wearing her out. I could go on and on so please
know that if I haven't mentioned you by name it is only because of limited space.
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President’s Column - continued
I also need to say thank you to all of my work colleagues, who have been patient,
supportive and not once rolled their eyes as I put on my coat to head off to another
BIALL meeting. A special thank you to Jenifer Howie who, as Director of KS at Mishcon
and my line manager, recognised both the importance of BIALL to our profession and
the personal opportunities and development volunteering can bring to her employees.
Without managers willing to support and encourage staff in volunteering with BIALL,
the association would quickly run into problems so thank you to all those who may
not be able to volunteer themselves but who enable those working with or for them to
do so.
BIALL is nothing without its members and I have seen first-hand this year how the
contribution of each and every one of its members creates a caring and collaborative
community. You all deserve a thank you and a hearty slap on the back.
I think all that remains for me to say is … See you in Manchester!
Sandra Smythe
BIALL President

2017 BIALL Salary Survey
The launch of the BIALL Salary Survey for members to complete is imminent and you’ll
have to excuse me for the numerous reminders you may get about this ever-important
survey whilst it is open.
We’ve made some amendments to a number of questions, notably the question
concerning the effects of the financial crisis, which has been amended to look at the
impact of social and economic conditions more generally. We’ve added options for
respondents to identify any effects they’ve seen recently and to suggest potential
causes of these – such as government cuts or Brexit or to mention whether the effects
of the 2008 financial crisis are still being felt.
We’ve also added the professional qualifications of ALAI (Associate of the Library
Association of Ireland), FLAI (Fellowship of the Library Association of Ireland), and
ACLIP (Certificated Member of CILIP) for respondents to select.
This year, the survey will be sent out online only but if anyone would prefer to receive it
in hard copy to complete, do get in touch.
Anneli Sarkenen

As with previous years, members will have the opportunity to complete the survey
during the month of June and analysis will be completed by a statistician employed by
BIALL to ensure anonymity and confidentiality.
If you have any questions or concerns, do please get in touch with me. Comments and
feedback on the survey are always welcome and will be considered for any
amendments in future surveys.
Anneli Sarkanen
BIALL President Elect
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BIALL Honorary Secretary’s report
At the latest Council meeting, which took place on 28 March, the Committee budgets
were approved. We also approved new members, discussed Special Interest Groups
(SIGs), the Data Management System, Sierra Leone Project, Salary Survey and
institutional membership as it affects eligibility for election as officers and Council
members. A very full agenda.

Nominations 2017-18
One nomination was received for:
• President Anneli Sarkanen
• President Elect Dunstan Speight
• Hon. Secretary David Percik
Four nominations were received for the four members of Council:
• Jon Beaumont
• Jas Breslin
• Lisa Davies
• Sheena Nathwani
Lillian Stevenson
These will be confirmed at the 2017 AGM in June.

Council positions for 2017-18 will be as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

President President Elect Immediate Past President –
Hon. Treasurer Hon. Secretary Council Member Council Member Council Member Council Member Council Member -

Anneli Sarkanen
Dunstan Speight
Sandra Smythe
Jackie Hanes
David Percik
Jon Beaumont
Jas Breslin
Lisa Davies
Sheena Nathwani
Renate Ni Uigin

In accordance with BIALL’s Standing Orders, the electoral addresses of all of the
nominees are included in this newsletter.

Anneli Sarkanen (President)
Since June last year, it has been my pleasure to have served in the role as President
Elect of BIALL and I now stand for the role of President. I’ve been involved with BIALL
for the majority of my career in the legal information field through volunteering for the
PR & Promotions Committee and I know I am not alone in receiving the many benefits
that come with BIALL membership. In my time as President Elect I’ve had the privilege
of being involved in pro bono work for Sierra Leone, seeing the inner workings of
BIALL’s Council and witnessing a lot of the great work the BIALL Committees do; I am
grateful to the volunteers of the Working and Special Interest Groups.
Looking towards the coming year, I’m excited that plans for celebrating the
association’s 50th anniversary will start to develop, bringing our history and future
together, and I’m very encouraged to know that our work with and in Sierra Leone is
has been made into a sustainable and long-term commitment. BIALL will continue to
listen to our members and look to make sure the association evolves with any future
change or challenge facing our profession.
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BIALL Honorary Secretary’s report - continued
Dunstan Speight (President Elect)
I have spent nearly 21 years working as a law librarian in a number of different
libraries, in a career which has so far encompassed two Inns of Court, the Law Society
and two City law firms. These positions have provided experience in many aspects of
law librarianship: legal and business research, financial and staff management,
presenting training courses and promoting library services. My current role as Librarian
of Lincoln’s Inn is providing further opportunities and challenges. These range from
conservation issues to a major new library building.
Involvement in BIALL has been a constant of my career. I credit my student
membership of BIALL as being instrumental in securing my first professional post.
I have attended many BIALL seminars and conferences over the years, run the
Duplicates Exchange Scheme and been a member and Chair of the Professional
Development Committee and the LIM Editorial Board. Above all, I have derived
enormous value from the opportunities for networking which BIALL provides.
Other professionals are often surprised at the fantastic support network available to
law librarians and BIALL sits at the heart of this. I would be honoured to serve as
President Elect.

David Percik (Honorary Secretary)
I am currently Library Manager at the international law firm Clyde & Co. I have a broad
range of responsibilities, with the main focus being the management of the physical
library space and print collections across the firm's offices in England. During my
career I have worked in the libraries of universities and professional associations,
giving me experience of most of the different types of organisations for which BIALL
members work.
I first volunteered for a BIALL committee in the autumn of 2006, joining the then Legal
Information Group. Having acted as liaison to LexisNexis, I took over as chair of LIG
and served a full term, notably introducing the supplier survey and award and Q&A
sessions with suppliers at the BIALL conference. I am about to complete a four-year
term on BIALL Council, and I am looking forward to drawing on the lessons of ten years
of BIALL activity in the role of Honorary Secretary.

Jon Beaumont (Council Member)
I have been a member of BIALL for the past 15 years and throughout this time have
been proactive in assisting the organisation in the achievement of its goals. Having
undertaken roles within BIALL as Newsletter Editor, Vice-Chair and Chair of the
Publications Committee and already being a Council member for two years, I feel that I
have a wonderful understanding of the operation of BIALL and, which will serve me
well in the continuation of its development as a Council Member.
Since joining BIALL Council in 2015 I have worked as a liaison with both the Web
Committee and LIM and have also been involved in the creation of the BIALL KM
Special Interest Group (SIG).
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I have worked within the legal information sphere for my entire career: initially for
Lawtel, then Harvey Ingram, Shakespeares and currently Shearman & Sterling.
I strongly believe this has provided the requisite knowledge and skillset to undertake a
role on Council.

BIALL Honorary Secretary’s report - continued
Jas Breslin (Council Member)
I would like to be considered for the position of Council Member. I’ve sat on Council in
the past and was BIALL President in 2013/14, when I worked on diverse projects such
as setting up a BIALL programme to support colleagues in Sierra Leone; drawing up a
strategic plan framework to provide more accountability concerning the activities of the
President and Council; and developing a procedural guide for the BIALL Archives.
A bit about me: I graduated from UCL Library School in 1998 and have worked in a
number of law firm libraries. I was a solo librarian at Morrison & Foerster for 10 years
until I joined my current firm Charles Russell Speechlys in October 2015. Having
consolidated my role here as Library & Information Services Manager, I again find I
have the time and inclination to give something back to the legal information
community, and so I welcome this opportunity to join Council once more.
What can I offer BIALL members? Experience of working within the legal community for
twenty years, enthusiasm to drive forward projects, a good network of colleagues
across the UK and beyond, plus an understanding of the challenges and opportunities
facing legal information professionals today.

Lisa Davies (Council Member)
I have over ten years of experience as a legal information professional, during which
time I have worked in both the commercial and the academic sector. As a result, I feel I
have a good understanding of the interests and concerns of BIALL members.
I have been a member of BIALL for a number of years and I have attended many of its
courses, conferences and networking events. Between 2010 and 2013 I was a
member of the Awards and Bursaries Committee and I was Chair of this Committee
between 2013 and 2016, an experience which gave me a good insight into the
workings of the association.
I think it is important for members to get involved with BIALL if they can, as its success
stems solely from the hard work of its volunteers. I am looking forward to doing so
again, should I be elected.

Sheena Nathwani (Council Member)
I began working in the legal information market 15 years ago (I know I don’t look old
enough!) at a publishing company, spending two and a half of those years working in
Australia.
Ten years ago I joined Wolters Kluwer as International Sales Manager, initially
responsible for the UK, Ireland and Australia. This brought me into contact with a wide
range of customers including law firms, universities and trade partners, gaining
invaluable insights into the needs of each market. My responsibilities now include the
global law firms, plus liaising with colleagues in Asia on our services.
I have been a member of BIALL since starting at Wolters Kluwer. Over the years I have
enjoyed attending the BIALL conferences and social events. It is a great place to
network and learn from our industry and I would like to be more involved.
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Council Officers & Members
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President
Sandra Smythe
Mishcon de Reya LLP
Africa House
70 Kingsway
London
WC2B 6AH
Tel: +44 (0)20 3321 7462
president@biall.org.uk

Council Member
David Percik
The St Botolph Building
138 Houndsditch
London
EC3A 7AR
Tel: +44 20 7876 6171
David.Percik@clydeco.com

President Elect
Anneli Sarkanen
Fieldfisher
Riverbank House
2 Swan Lane
London
EC4R 3TT
Anneli.Sarkanen@fieldfisher.com

Council Member
Tim Barlow
Stephenson Harwood LLP
1 Finsbury Circus
London
EC2M 7SH
Tim.Barlow@shlegal.com

Immediate Past President
Karen Palmer
Simmons & Simmons LLP
CityPoint
One Ropemaker Street
London
EC2Y 9SS
Tel: +44 (0)20 7628 2020
karen.palmer@simmons-simmons.com

Council Member
Jon Beaumont
Shearman & Sterling LLP
9 Appold Street
London
EC2A 2AP
jon.beaumont@shearman.com

Honorary Treasurer
Jackie Hanes
University Library,
University of Leicester,
Leicester,
LE1 7RH
Tel: +44 (0)116 252 2044
finance@biall.org.uk

Council Member
Renate Ní Uigín
Librarian
King’s Inns Library
Dublin
Renate.NiUigin@kingsinns.ie

Honorary Secretary
Lillian Stevenson
secretary@biall.org.uk

Council Member
Alden Bowers
Wildy & Sons Ltd
Lincolns Inn Archway
Carey Street
London
WC2A 2JD
alden.bowers@wildy.com

News

BIALL extracts from Way Diaries
BIALL is honoured to announce that we have been bequeathed the copyright of the
BIALL extracts from Way Diaries by the late Derek Way in his Will. Derek was a founder
member of BIALL and we are grateful to have been remembered by him in this way.

BIALL Student Membership
At the Have Your Say session during the 2016 BIALL Conference, there was some
discussion about opening up Student membership of BIALL to part-time students
rather than keeping it restricted to full-time students as is the case now. The general
feeling seemed to be that this was a good idea, and in November I presented a paper,
written in conjunction with Catherine McArdle and Paul Sandles, to Council proposing
that BIALL Regulation 1.4.1 be amended to allow for this to happen.
The Regulation currently states that ‘Full-time students may apply for student
membership of the Association for the duration of their studies, subject to Standing
Orders’, and the proposal is simply to remove the word ‘Full-time’ from that sentence.
Council agreed with the idea and the proposed amendment will be put to a vote at the
AGM in Manchester this year, where it will require a two-thirds majority to pass.
If the amendment is approved at the AGM then the related Standing Order 2.3 will also
need amending to match the change. While reviewing the wording of the Standing
Order, Council felt it would be appropriate to clarify that Student membership is only
available to students enrolled at an institution of higher education within the UK and
Ireland studying toward a degree in information science or related discipline. Students
would still be required to provide proof of their student status when applying for
membership, and would still not be entitled to be elected as Officers or Council
members, vote on matters affecting the association, or propose or second a candidate
in an election. All the other benefits of being a Personal member would still apply as
they do now.
Given the increase in students taking courses on a part-time basis it is felt the current
wording is unduly restrictive and is a barrier to interested students becoming
members; the proposed change to the regulation would see that barrier removed.
Alden Bowers
BIALL Council Member
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Committee in the Spotlight
Legal Information Management (LIM) Editorial Board
The LIM Editorial Board oversees the work associated with the quarterly publication of
BIALL’s journal: Legal Information Management. The board meets on two occasions
during the year (usually in early November and also in April). The LIM editor David Wills
reports directly to the board, as does the editorial representative, Hannah Patrick, from
the journal’s publisher Cambridge University Press. Usually, the editor is working on
three issues at any one time so as to keep to the publishing schedule. Each issue of
the LIM aims to include a theme and a variety of articles that are of current interest. In
the winter issue a selection of papers delivered at the previous BIALL Conference are
published and, as major pieces of work undertaken by the association, academic and
law firm library surveys are also given prominence during the year.

Loyita Worley

David Wills
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The publishing year is a busy one and board members play an active role in the
production of LIM. Loyita Worley is the current Chair of the committee and she liaises
on a regular basis with the editor; Sinéad Curtin is the Vice Chair. Four members of the
Board act as proof readers whereby the first proofs of an issue are read, reviewed and
corrected for errors, textual accuracy and consistency of style. Sinéad, Paul Banks,
Julie Keys and Joanne Whalley act in a proofreading capacity. Andrew Taylor
coordinates book reviews. Katherine Read – together with her
colleague Laura Griffiths from the Institute of
Advanced Legal Studies – provides the
useful current awareness service that
completes each issue. Additional members
of the board, including Jules Winterton and
Ruth Bird (who has just retired), help to
provide suggestions for future articles and
themes. The board also benefits from the
attendance of BIALL Officers and a Council
Representative. Currently, the board is
working with the Web Liaison, Scott Vine, to
revise the content of the webpages for the
journal on the BIALL website.
Although the main focus of the journal
concerns legal information and law library
matters in the UK and Ireland, articles from our
colleagues overseas are nevertheless also
encouraged. In this respect, LIM aims to be an
international journal and the readership is also
considerably broader that just BIALL members.
Usage information is monitored, which helps the board to observe the relevance of its
content. CUP’s recent report to the board indicated that, among the top 25
organisations accessing LIM via the Cambridge Journal Online service between
January and December 2016, Shanghai University topped the list of full text views
(with 731). Other organisations beyond our shores included the Georgia Institute of
Technology, Queensland University of Technology, University of Sydney Library and the
European Central Bank. Among the most popular articles in 2016 was ‘Choosing and
using statistical sources in criminology: what can the crime survey for England and
Wales tell us?’’ by Nick Tilley and Andromachi Tseloni (with 2,876 abstract views and
314 full text views). An ever popular article from 2011 is David Palferman’s piece on
‘Managing conflict and stress in the workplace: theory and practice’ (with 737 abstract
views and 314 full text views). Other well read articles include Ann Chapman’s ‘The
case of AACR2 versus RDA’ (2010) and Sandra Meredith’s ‘OSCOLA, a UK standard for
legal citation’ (2011) to name just two. The article by Peter Charlish on ‘Drugs in Sport’,
published in 2012 as part of a focus on sports law and legal resources, received

Committee in the Spotlight - continued
4,712 abstract views and 2,158 full text views from the date it was published until
December 2016! Altmetrics, the method of tracking and measuring the impact of
journal articles, are also observed. In this regard the article from 2014 entitled ‘Perma:
scoping and addressing the problem of link and reference rot in legal citations’ by
Jonathan Zittrain, Kendra Albert and Lawrence Lessig has received a strong score.
In future issues of LIM, we hope to feature articles about the impact of Brexit on our
professional lives as the UK legal landscape shifts away from the European Union, as
well as keeping up-to-date with issues in the academic legal library world and the
commercial sector with the law firm and knowledge management environments.
If you would like to write an article for LIM please do not hesitate to contact David
Wills, LIM editor, at: dfw1003@cam.ac.uk
Loyita Worley
Chair, LIM Editorial Board

David Wills
LIM Editor

News from Standing Committees
Conference Committee
The Manchester conference is almost upon us and, in preparation, the Conference
Committee met early in May at The Principal Manchester for a site visit in readiness for
this year’s Conference. We also discussed the final arrangements, including the
evening entertainment and post-Conference visit to the Central Library.
The early bird booking date has passed but there is still time to reserve your place and
you can do so by contacting association@sovereignconference.co.uk
If you are travelling to the Conference by train, the Conference hotel is over the road
from Manchester Oxford Road station, so please enquire about a through ticket to this
station when making your travel arrangements.
The Conference Committee look forward to welcoming as many BIALL members as
possible to Manchester.
Catherine Bowl
Chair, Conference Committee
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News from Standing Committees - continued
PR and Promotions Committee
It was BIALL’s turn to organise the BIALL – CLSIG – SLA Europe Graduate Open Day,
which took place this year on 11 April. According to delegate feedback, the day went
well. Ian Hunter organised the event and was aided by Diane Miller from PR&P on the
day. We had 21 paid-up attendees and 20 actually in attendance on the day. This was
down from the 30 who attended last time BIALL organised the event in 2014 but up
from last year’s figure of 18 (despite the event being free that year). Ian will add
feedback and recommendations to the shared Graduate Open Day wiki used by BIALL,
SLA Europe and CILIP’s CLSIG.
Angela Wright of PR&P has redesigned the format of BIALL press releases to great
effect; the new format will be used for the awards press releases in June. We are
putting together a spec for a new exhibition stand in time for the BIALL Conference.
Ian Hunter
Interim Chair, PR & Promotions Committee

Awards & Bursaries Committee
The Committee have had a busy few months collating nominations and applications for
various awards ready to be presented in June. We are really pleased to have once again
been able to assist members with bursaries allowing them to attend the Annual BIALL
Conference this year. If you are heading to Manchester, visit the BIALL stand to find out
more about the winners and how to be in the running for a bursary next year.
The BIALL sponsored Professional Studies Bursary is taking applications until 30 June
2017. This very generous bursary offers up to £10000 towards the course fees for a
member completing their postgraduate information/library studies in the United
Kingdom or the Republic of Ireland. For more information see the website, contact a
member of the Awards & Bursaries Committee, or drop by the BIALL stand at the
conference in Manchester. If you have any friends or colleagues who are wanting to take
the step to professionalism, do remind them about this great opportunity!
Katrina Lancaster
Chair, Awards & Bursaries Committee

Publications Committee
The Committee met on April 7, where we discussed our upcoming plans for the year
including document sharing and a style guide which will hopefully make life easier not
only for editors, but for all contributors to the newsletter. The latest sponsorship round
for the newsletter was opened in January and now five of the six issues to be
published up to March next year have sponsors. This is fantastic news and we are
sure that the final space will be snapped up very soon.
Unfortunately, Ella Hassett has stepped down as Newsletter Editor: if anyone is
interested or would like to find out more about the work of our editors, please do get in
touch sarah.bracey@hsf.com
Sarah Bracey
Chair, Publications Committee
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PatSeer Insights: Deciphering Corporate
Strategy from Family Legal Status
ProQuest
Analyzing the legal status of a patent family provides many insights into the strategy of
the assignee for a particular invention. However, for a patent professional, reading into
every legal status event for each family member can be a tedious job – sometimes
taking days.
PatSeer’s legal status timeline chart makes it easy to interpret the legal events that
have occurred across family members and identify patterns that may directly link to the
corporate strategy behind the invention.

What is Patent Legal Status?
Legal status information is a key component of patent information. It determines:
● Whether examination of a patent application is still pending
● Whether the application was withdrawn or rejected
● Whether a patent has been granted and is still valid
● Whether a granted patent has expired, lapsed or been revoked due to an opposition
PatSeer’s legal status timeline analyzes all events across patent family members,
showing how the legal status has changed over a period of time. It even displays the
events occurring for designated status in case of EP/WO. In addition, since
reassignment events are also displayed in the chart (with the new assignee name
displayed), the same chart can also work as a reassignment timeline chart, also called
an ownership timeline chart.

The image above shows the family legal status timeline of US8618141B2. The
different colours represent the changes to the legal status during the lifetime of the
record and the shapes represent other significant events of interest that may not affect
the legal standing such as assignment, opposition, collateral and more.
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PatSeer Insights: Deciphering Corporate
Strategy from Family Legal Status - continued
A related business benefit of the PatSeer legal status timeline is that it helps a
searcher focus on the overall history of a patent in one visualization, making it even
simpler to share the information with colleagues and serving as a basis for discussion
between stakeholders.

PatSeer
PatSeer is a comprehensive patent database with more than 102 million records
covering more than 104 countries using a fully featured search interface and powerful
analytics and visualization tools.
Patent searchers can sort results by dates, relevance and most-cited records or view
them in different formats designed to enable quick review and scanning of large result
sets. Users can narrow down results with our powerful filtering options.

Want to learn more?
PatSeer is now available from ProQuest. Visit http://go.proquest.com/PQD_patseer or
contact us at customer@dialog.com.
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BIALL Pro Bono Project visit to Sierra Leone
Tony Simmonds and Sarah Bracey report back on their visit to Sierra
Leone, 14 - 24 March 2017
Situated on the Atlantic coast of Africa, Sierra Leone is a small country with a troubled
history. The name of the capital, Freetown, reaches back to the messy winding up of
slavery in the early nineteenth century. When the Royal Navy liberated illegally trafficked
people, Freetown tended to be the preferred location for their resettlement.
Independence from colonial rule happened in 1961, then a gruesome civil war tore the
fabric of an already poor country between 1991 and 2001. Most recently an outbreak of
the Ebola virus between 2014 and 2016 killed several thousand people.
In this challenging context, BIALL has committed through a working group to help
improve public sector law library services. And so, with UK government funding, the
authors of this piece were lucky enough to visit Freetown for a fortnight in March. We
really did feel lucky, because although the difficulties of life were starkly visible, they
were outweighed by the amazing warmth and vibrancy of local life and local people.
We worked across three libraries: two serving the judiciary (including a small collection at
the Fast Track Commercial Court) and one serving government law officers. We also met
staff and explored the future development of SierraLii, the local equivalent of BAILII. The
goal was to review services, offer training and lay foundations for a fruitful relationship
with BIALL into the future. The reality was more hands-on than we had expected!

Sarah Bracey and
Tony Simmonds with books
selected for disposal

The High Court of Sierra Leone is an imposing colonial building in the shadow of a huge
bat-filled cotton tree, reputed to be over 500 years old. Its library was the largest we
visited and, unfortunately, in the worst state. Rusting metal shelves packed full of books
suffering the effects of the sun, humidity, insects and an occasional rodent, and
everything thick with dust. (Sarah was the lucky discoverer of the rodent’s skeleton
draped across a shelf!) Boxes of books and piles of court papers on the floor were slowly
falling to pieces, making it difficult to negotiate the narrow gaps between some stacks.
Some of the collection on wall shelves was simply inaccessible, owing to a missing
ladder. The collection was greatly disordered and filled with many superseded volumes
and runs of old editions. The library was kept locked as there was no one in charge of it.
Even if we could only scratch the surface, we decided it was important for
us to make an impact and set an example of the work that would need to
be continued. We donned gloves and dust coats and got down to it,
removing piles of superseded and disintegrating books for disposal to free
up space for donations and to allow for reorganisation. We grouped
textbooks in one area and key case law sources in another, so that anyone
entering would be able to locate and access them easily. We also trained
four members of court staff who had been identified as future
library assistants, encouraging them to think bold and
act radically to transform the library.

Sierra Leone High Court
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BIALL Pro Bono Project visit to Sierra
Leone - continued
The condition of the library needs to be the focus going forward. Cleaning and
removing papers and rubbish will be the first step. New shelving ought to follow.
The pile of books we made for disposal was big, but there is still a long, long way to go.
We ran a similar training session for future library assistants at the Law Officers
Department (LOD) library. We found a collection here that also requires weeding and
reorganisation, although to a lesser extent than at the High Court. This library also
lacked a catalogue or an acquisition budget: these are the sorts of fundamental
challenges that call for BIALL’s help, for example through targeted donations and
ongoing professional support. There was at least a custodian of the LOD library, who
was welcoming and helpful. One of his dearest wishes was for a new heavy-duty
holepunch, unavailable locally, to allow him to collate the official pamphlet versions of
new Sierra Leone legislation.
We also delivered two training sessions on the use of
free and subscription legal resources online, one at
the High Court for the judiciary and the other at the
LOD for government lawyers. We had prepared our
presentations and handouts in advance but prior to
arriving in Sierra Leone no venues or dates had been
arranged, and ultimately no one had been invited. We
had been told that this is just the way things work so
simply had to put our faith in Momo Turay, the
Secretary of the UK Sierra Leone Pro Bono Network
and our greatest asset in Freetown. Within days
Momo was able to work his magic, speak to the right
people and make it all happen. Both sessions were
very well attended and we received very positive
feedback.

Training of government
lawyers at the Law Officers
Department

We discovered that while networked internet access
(and even electricity) can be hit and miss in Freetown,
many judges and lawyers do have access to smart
phones and laptops. SierraLII offers free online access to Sierra Leone legislation and
case decisions. The service is run by Martina Egbenda, who is passionate about the
role of SierraLII in supporting the rule of law. Printed law reports haven’t been
published in Sierra Leone since the 1970s, making SierraLII the only source of recent
case law. But obtaining judgements is a challenge. Martina must approach judges
individually to request copies of their decisions. There is no co-ordination and no listing
of hand downs. Some judges, and litigants, resist publication of decisions associated
with them. Legislation obtained through a paid subscription to the Sierra Leone
Gazette is scanned and uploaded using their one scanner and unreliable computer.
There are plans to expand the content (including an initiative to scan historic material
in UK libraries), but with their current equipment and staff it will be very difficult.
It’s difficult to sum up an experience such as ours. To invest even a small part of your
professional knowledge in a developing country is very gratifying but also very
humbling. You get an insight into the consequences of poverty that reading and TV
can’t fully convey. Things like the taste of dust rising from a dirt road; painfully thin
stray dogs; the sight of people queueing to fill water buckets at a standpipe. This is
everyday life, and it is hard to see. But you also come into contact with terrific
resilience and human warmth, and a determination to take steps forward, however
daunting the obstacles may be. Coming home, you see the things we label as
‘problems’ in a very different light – and you can’t quite shake off the traces of African
spirit.
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Library Routes
Terence Dooley, Librarian, The University of Law
As far back as I can remember, I always wanted to be a Librarian, but the path that got
me to where I am now was very Kafkaesque.
I worked at a local library in Longsight, Manchester for my work experience, so I
assumed that getting a job in a library after leaving school would be easy – only to
discover that the opposite was the case.
After two failed attempts at college, I finally knuckled down enough to take Philosophy,
English Literature and Sociology evening classes while working as a bartender at night,
changing the barrels in the mornings, and putting in some work as a labourer on a
building site. By the time university rolled around, I had forgotten all about libraries and
poured myself into the abstract world of Continental Philosophy by day while working
as a domestic in the local hospital at night. I was sent to the bowels of the antenatal
clinic and was tasked with cleaning one of their on-site medical libraries.
Terence Dooley

After graduating, I tried to find myself a career at a time when the only work on offer
was with call centres or the local government. This is how I ended up with the DWP
working as a benefits advisor, but the role was very dispiriting so I left after six months,
which left me with no choice but to work for various financial groups as either a sales
rep or customer services advisor. Due to the high turnover at the various agencies, I
spent the equivalent of an entire working year on various customer training, money
laundering and other in-house courses before spotting a library assistant job in the
local paper. This reignited my long-dormant interest in a library role.
It wasn’t plain sailing though as, despite a very good interview, I passed the panel a
piece of paper that should have contained my references, only for the panel Chair to
point out that I’d handed over a note that was intended for my housemate. We were
barely on speaking terms at the time and the note used what can best be described as
‘salty’ language. It turns out that it was an icebreaker and one of the panel members
and I become quite good friends; she told me that they had seen the funny side of the
note and had already earmarked me for the role.
I was in a supporting role from 2004 through to 2010 when I was given permission to
go part-time to do a Library and Information Management course. During that time, I
was given every task going. I also got to meet different types of librarians: new
professionals who realised that the job was becoming more customer-focussed and
throwback librarians who saw students as a nuisance and refused to learn how to use
the till. By 2010, I felt it was time to join the cult-like world of the library professional so
took the relevant course. After nine months that taught me nothing - but gave me the
piece of paper I needed to do the role I could already do - I was finally in: I was a
librarian.
Well, half a librarian as a recession had hit and work was scarce, this despite our
tutors’ prediction that the Museums and Libraries Act 1964 would protect us (note to
tutors: the word librarian is not mentioned in that Act). Thankfully, I managed to secure
a professional post in 2012 working as a Politics, Philosophy, Public Services, Fashion,
Graphic Design, Creative Multimedia, and Illustration with Animation Subject librarian,
as I was split across two different faculties.
I was thrown in at the deep end for my first induction session as the Librarian, who
liked an afternoon nap, went AWOL for a scheduled induction talk, leaving me to go
and deliver it – and to a cohort of Library and Information Management students to
boot. I soon found that I enjoyed delivering sessions to large groups and got to grips
with my various tasks.
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Library Routes - continued
By 2013, I had jumped up a few grades after applying for a job as MMU’s Law
Librarian (Maternity Cover) as the role had some managerial elements to it.
The Librarian came back part-time in 2014, meaning that we shared the role and I
covered Physiotherapy and Social Work and Social Care as part of another, lowergrade, role.
Out of all my roles, the one supporting the Law School had been the most challenging
and rewarding so when a colleague sent me details of a job at the University of Law I
decided to go for it. The application deadline was the same day so I had a bit of a race
against time, but managed to get my application in and this time I got through the
interview without handing out any obscene literature.
I am now coming up to two years with the UoL. It is a very different environment than
MMU - much more intimate - and it has taken me a while to get used to the change,
but it is nice to be based at a help desk again and to be on a first name terms with the
students.
All things considered, I am happy that the meandering path I took got me to where I
am now. I learned a lot from those dark days in call centres and in my other roles,
which have all contributed something towards making me the librarian that I am today.

Terry at Harvard Library
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New Year, New KM Seminar
Zoltan Csirko, Supplier Liaison Group
‘Legal Technology and AI Update’, the fourth seminar hosted by Jon Beaumont on
behalf of the BIALL Knowledge Management Group, took place at Shearman & Sterling
LLP, on 7 March 2017.
The seminar’s sole speaker Alex Smith, Innovation Manager at Reed Smith shared his
amazing insight on the subject. Last year saw legal professionals feeling either excited
or confused as hundreds of new products were developed and artificial intelligence
‘returned’ - with a prospect of new technologies changing law. On top of that, at least a
dozen articles a day reported us entering the 4th industrial revolution, sector leading
companies developing AI tools and launching joint ventures to tackle Brexit issues and,
of course, everyone losing their jobs as a result.

Zoltan Csirko

What Alex saw happening was a massive disruption to our sector’s businesses due to
insurance companies, start-ups and the corporate world investing on a huge scale;
innovation hubs and smart contracts appearing; the introduction of digital experiences
using contract automation; vast sums of money going into building platforms; banks’
attempts to reinvent their products and processes; and the long-awaited advent of
digital delivery.
Added to this was a critical audience and hard yards in pricing and data, a ‘more for
less’ approach driven by additional client service demands, including KM/knowledge
portals and in-house counsel and procurement pressure. It all meant businesses are
finally digitally transforming.
There has been a radical shakeup in the areas of client value (pricing and trends),
process technology (project management and work allocation), automation
(documents, tasks, processes and regulations), business models (large scale
experiment and alternative structures) and technology R&D (leases, due diligence and
contractual review); many new start-ups are also emerging.
Contract review and insight are increasingly important: professionals can make better
decisions supported by big data. Due diligence and contract tools are starting to
emerge which is a difficult but exciting area of AI given lawyers’ love of beautifully
crafted documents. A data-driven outlook will be crucial to law firms seeking to
improve decision making, data leverage and the management of easy access.
There will be an equally strong emphasis on case and matter analytics, whereby
decision makers look to the past in order to predict the future.
In order to provide more efficient, customer-orientated service, the automation of more
than just documents – moving to cover court procedures, calculations, regulatory apps,
etc. – will be necessary. RegTech, the interesting new offshoot of “compliance
software” is rapidly gaining popularity.
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New Year, New KM Seminar - continued
Alex thinks we will need to alter our attitudes towards technology, forget existing
constructs and move forward as most things are now being developed in the cloud.
He also suggested that Microsoft Word’s days - in the legal sector at least - are
numbered, and that we may need to forget the concept of ‘documents’ as legal
concepts and contracts become expressed as code (smart contracts) and knowledge
can be implied not just written.
Changes are also afoot in research and development: the next generation knowledge
management systems will be redesigned and planned to manage their dynamics and
responsiveness. The big question is whether this will mean a knowhow or a process
system.
The goal will be to support the full contract life cycle, which is important because
clients want control over their contracts. Most importantly, the choices which firms
make over the next 18 months will determine their tech stacks for the next 10 years;
the impact of cloud will be such that everyone will have to change models and
mentality, new tech will appear, new providers will mature and established players will
be replatforming.
Furthermore, Alex talked about the future of information, emphasising that information
architecture is core to the future – especially as we become data driven – because we
need to understand data to train those using AI, big data and decision logic. Data still
needs cleaning so understanding how to model data is key. Showing a complete
answer through visual linked data is coming, as are changes in the way we look at
data, how we train and how we do research.
His advice is that natural language searching is gaining popularity and lawyers are
increasingly asking search engines questions, expecting answers that give something
resembling ‘advice’. Search systems will be giving commercial and risk advice due to
already having a lot of previous advice (in email, Word, people’s heads), but can
knowledge systems give answers? And will the increasing web expectation of
personalisation of experience increase.
Near the end of his presentation, Alex
gave his insight into the evolution of
future experts: it looks like lawyers will
automate themselves and a new role of
"Knowledge Engineer" will surface at law
firms, mainly with a scope of overseeing
the development and maintenance of
software tools built in-house and
working directly with clients to
implement solutions that solve their
operations challenges.
Finally, Alex offered some examples for
a dystopian future by providing us with a
few references included in the
blockbuster film The Matrix, asking us:
are we designing a beautiful future?
A big thank you to Jon Beaumont for
organising and Infotrack for sponsoring
the event.
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The BIALL How do I wiki?
Recent additions to the BIALL How do I? wiki
The How do I? wiki is a collection of useful answers to common and unusual research
questions. Many are answers to questions posted on the Lis-Law or BIALL email
distribution list so if you do post a question, summarising the results afterwards can
help build the wiki and share information between us. The wiki is an excellent place to
look if you are stuck on an enquiry or simply don’t know where to start looking.

Allie Lustigman,
Knowledge &
Information Manager
at Charles Taylor plc

New or updated pages
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The wiki is maintained by the PR & Promotions Committee but any BIALL member can
edit the wiki by requesting access, which can be done from the wiki homepage.
You can also suggest pages or changes to content by contacting any one of the
PR Committee or by using the Contact the Owner link at the bottom of every page.
The wiki is easy to navigate by browsing broad subject headings (Legislation, Company
Information, European Union etc.) or by using the A-Z index. There is also a search
facility in the top right corner of the home screen.
● US legislation– This page is a collation of sources of US legislation. It was recently
updated with links to US Presidential Executive Orders, which is particularly relevant in
light of recent events and the flurry of Orders signed by President Trump.

Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki? - continued
● Solicitors’ Code of Conduct – current and old editions - A page detailing the
Solicitors’ Code of Conduct in its various forms including the SRA Handbook and the
previous versions. The page was updated to include a link to the current Code of
Conduct within the SRA Handbook and to highlight that the SRA are using the term
‘version’ for each update.

● Employment Tribunal cases – This page contains general information and sources
for Employment Tribunal judgments and cases. It was updated with a newly added
GOV.UK source for Employment Tribunal judgments, with a link.
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Wiki page of the month

In each of these features on the wiki, we will also include a ‘page of the month’ – an
entry on the wiki we’d like to highlight. This month, it's the Superseded material – list
of organisations accepting donations of law books page. We all have to deal with, or
have seen, the messages floating about relating to old editions of books, sometimes in
large quantities, needing new homes. This popular and useful page lists organisations
which accept law book donations. It is comprehensive, with further details and updates
in the comments. If you know of an organisation, please add it or use this page for
reference in future.

Statistics

Over the past two months, the wiki has received 929 visitors, and had 1,180 sessions,
with an increase in page sessions in March. The most popular pages were Employment
Tribunal cases and the superseded material.

Featured Library - Law Collections, the
Library of Trinity College Dublin
Terry McDonald, Subject Librarian for Law at
Trinity College Dublin
Trinity College Dublin (‘The College of the Holy and Undivided Trinity of Queen Elizabeth
near Dublin’) was created by Royal Charter in 1592. Visitors to Dublin will be familiar with
the Library’s glorious Old Library and Long Room, where a visit to the Book of Kells is a
‘must see’ on many a tourist’s itinerary. The Book of Kells and its companion piece the
Book of Durrow were presented by Henry Jones, Bishop of Meath and former vicechancellor of the University, in the 1660s. Other special collections include the Library of
James Ussher (acquired in 1661) and the Fagel Collection of 1802. For many years the
Old Library was the only dedicated library building in the College but the 1937 Reading
Room – a small building over five levels, catering to the college community – was
completed just before the outbreak of World War 2.

Terry McDonald

Since 1801, TCD Library has been designated as a legal deposit library and benefits from
legal deposit legislation of both Ireland and the United Kingdom; one of six libraries (and
now, the only EU-based library) with this privilege. Legal deposit accounts for the bulk of
the Library’s six million volumes.
In 1958 the growing student population and the increase in the number of volumes held
in the Library led to the instigation of a fundraising campaign to raise finance for a new
Library building. In 1967 the Berkeley Library (still called by some the ‘New Library’)
opened its doors. The Berkeley Library, “Ireland’s brutalist gem” was designed by the
Austrian-born British architect Paul Koralek at the age of 28 and is a monument to this
sometimes controversial style of architecture. All the original desks, shelving and window
seats remain and the curved glass around the windows, along with the elevated atriums,
are much-loved features of the building [1]. Indeed, photographs from that time
demonstrate that it has hardly changed in the intervening years. This year sees the
Berkeley Library’s 50th anniversary [2] and it is only now being recognised as an
architectural treasure and not as the Old Library's "ugly little sister".
With the opening of the Berkeley Library, the Law collections finally acquired a permanent
home in the Morrison Room on Level 1 of the new building. Over the years we have had

Berkeley Libray 1967
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Featured Library - Law Collections, the
Library of Trinity College Dublin - continued
to share the space with the Music Library, the Official Publications collections and the
Classics collections but stealthily the Law Library has taken over half this floor – an
area loved - and sometimes jealously guarded – by generations of law students.
Our School of Law was founded in 1740 and is one of the leading law schools in
Europe, with a scholarly community of staff, students and alumni dedicated to the
pursuit of legal knowledge and critical engagement with the legal challenges that
confront modern communities. At present there are about 700 undergraduate
students studying law, law and a language or law and politics, and about 140
postgraduate students – mostly studying for
taught LLM degrees - with a smaller number
of Ph.D researchers. There is a lecturing staff
of about 30 and an additional number of
visiting staff who undertake teaching
individual modules [3]. The Law collections
are looked after by myself and Senior Library
Assistant Tony Carey, a familiar face to many
of the students and staff who have used our
Library over the years. The Library has an
excellent relationship with the School of Law
and the School of Law Library Committee,
consisting of representatives from the school
staff, undergraduates, postgraduates and
library staff, meets quarterly for a cordial
exchange of ideas and suggestions for
improvement.
Morrison Room 1967

The Law collections on the open shelves provide the legislation, reports, journals and
books required by our undergraduates and postgraduates for their day-to-day work.
However, due to space restrictions, many of our books are held in external repositories
– only about 15% of our collections are available on the open shelves. Items held in
closed access may be retrieved by clicking on a link provided in our catalogue. Nearly
all law journals and reports used for teaching are also available online, and we also
have subscriptions to a large range of legal databases. Since the advent of electronic
legal deposit in 2013, many UK legal resources formerly received under copyright are
now only accessible using dedicated PCs based in the Library's Reading Rooms.
As well as current staff and students, the library is widely used by ‘Visiting Readers’:
alumni (who are entitled to a Graduate Reader’s Ticket for life), students from other
third level institutions, and visiting academics and legal practitioners. Access is free of
charge, but is subject to some conditions and may be restricted during term time.
There is a duty librarian service available daily for general enquiries and more
specialised information is available from subject librarians such as myself.
I am always delighted to welcome a fellow law librarian for a tour and an exchange of
information, so if you are in Dublin do please feel free to get in touch using the contact
details below.
T:+35318962733
E: terry.mcdonald@tcd.ie
W: http://www.tcd.ie/library/support/subjects/law/
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[1] Peter Murtagh, “Berkeley Library : a ‘hand-crafted’ rarity of modern architecture”, Irish Times, 24 February 2017
[2] Berkeley50 : Celebrating Trinity College Dublin’s Brutalist gem https://www.tcd.ie/library/berkeley/
[3] TCD School of Law homepage - https://www.tcd.ie/Law/about/
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The following new members were approved at the May
Council meeting:
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Neil Edward
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Kathryn Devine
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Sandy Dutczak
Chambers Librarian
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Elizabeth Gwillim
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Peter Hannigan
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Ciara Henry
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